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Summary

Across the economy, informal and lightly-regulated marketplaces are emerging that directly connect individuals and small businesses. New technology platforms such as Uber, Airbnb and TaskRabbit are accelerating the advent of the “sharing economy” with rapid speed and massive scale. While these platforms are popular with both consumers and entrepreneurs, they have drawn significant criticism from established operators and concerns from governments about fair competition and consumer protection.

As these marketplaces expand and threaten to disrupt established business models, policymakers around the world are trying to develop appropriate responses to the sharing economy. To date, the reaction from governments has felt like a frantic game of "whack-a-mole" — struggling to contain these new enterprises while even more pop up. This is unproductive.

This report explores why the sharing economy is such a puzzle for governments. It assesses what’s new and what’s not about these marketplaces, the interests of the key players, and what characteristics of the sharing economy and government itself make this such a challenging and contentious discussion. The report concludes by proposing specific recommendations for policymakers grappling with the challenges and opportunities posed by the sharing economy, including establishing a strategic operating framework, re-aligning political and cultural incentives, modernizing government structures and adopting smarter regulatory responses.
Even as these new models emerge, there are clear signs that status quo approaches from governments are ill-suited for some aspects of the sharing economy.
Introduction

Powered by new technology, a new set of companies are creating new marketplaces with the potential to reshape the economy. These platforms — together called “the sharing economy” — allow people to buy goods and services directly from one another instead of from traditional businesses. For example, rather than staying at a hotel, a tourist might connect through the Airbnb service to another person with an available apartment. These new marketplaces cut across transportation, finance, services and retail, and they are growing rapidly. Renting an extra room or providing a ride in exchange for gas money isn’t novel. However, new technology has made these “peer-to-peer” interactions more convenient, affordable, and trustworthy.¹

By making transactions seamless, these platforms offer new options — often less expensive ones — to consumers, and allow people with spare space, goods, or time an easier chance to make some extra money. This appeal has led to rapid growth, with revenues from five key sectors of the sharing economy estimated to be USD $15 billion today and projected to grow to USD $335 billion by 2025.²

These new models present challenges not only for existing businesses, but also governments’ approaches to policy and regulation. They raise questions about what rules should be applied, in what manner and to whom.

» Is Uber (a ride-sharing service) more like an unlicensed taxi service, or is it the electronic equivalent of a carpooling offer on a bulletin board at a university dorm?

» When does a crowdfunding campaign through a platform like Kickstarter become a transaction that needs the attention of securities regulators?

» Is Taskrabbit (a service for hiring people to complete specific tasks or projects) a communications service or a temporary employment agency?

» Does a growing sharing economy change the way that governments look at cross-cutting issues such as economic development, labour markets, accessibility and safety?

Airbnb hosts, Lyft drivers and even Etsy entrepreneurs all by definition blend the personal and the commercial. They’ve created a gray area in the economy in between hotels and homes, between cabs and private cars, between businesses and hobbies, between professional spaces and personal ones.³

— Emily Badger, The Washington Post


² The sectors covered by this report were accommodation, transportation, finance, services and labour, and music/video streaming. PriceWaterhouseCoopers. “The sharing economy — sizing the revenue opportunity” (2014) http://www.pwc.co.uk/issues/megatrends/collisions/sharingeconomy/the-sharing-economy-sizing-the-revenue-opportunity.jhtml.

Even as these new models emerge, there are clear signs that status quo approaches from governments are ill-suited for some aspects of the sharing economy. For example, the U.S. definition of small business includes operations with up to 500 employees, which puts the creative goods marketplace operator Etsy in the same category as the one million craftmakers that sell through its marketplace.\(^4\) Given this contrast between a sophisticated international company and the “creative entrepreneurs” who use its service—only one fifth of whom sell their goods on a full-time basis—it will be important for government policies and programs to adjust to meet shifting realities.\(^5\)

This report explores what the sharing economy means for policymakers and how they can promote innovation and growth while delivering on their core responsibilities. This report will assess:

» What is the sharing economy — what’s new and what’s not?

» Who are the key players and what are their interests?

» Why does the sharing economy pose a challenge for policymakers?

» How can governments approach the sharing economy — where can existing policies work, where can those models be “stretched,” and where are more significant changes in approach needed?

Not everything about the sharing economy is new. Governments have dealt with change in the past and will do so in the future. However, the speed of change, the limitations of existing regulatory models, and the political and cultural context of government make the sharing economy a challenging fit for how governments manage policy and regulation. To overcome these hurdles, governments need to determine their appropriate role in these markets, realign political and cultural incentives, and explore modern approaches to regulation.

\(^4\) Emily Badger, “We have no idea how big the peer-to-peer economy is”, (May 21, 2014), The Washington Post - Wonkblog http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2014/05/21/we-have-no-idea-how-big-the-peer-to-peer-economy-is/.

The sharing economy is characterized by an entirely different power dynamic between consumers, companies and governments.
I. What is the sharing economy?

There is no universal definition for the sharing economy, but there are two main business models that are typically part of the conversation.

The first model is based around people renting their assets to each other on a short-term basis. This approach — sometimes called “collaborative consumption” — presents a sharp contrast to the way people usually do business. In this model, production and ownership of goods and services is diffuse, and people bypass traditional businesses to rent or buy from one another instead — what PwC calls “consumers becoming competitors.”6 People are renting items as varied as homes (using Airbnb), musical instruments and power tools (using the Snapgoods platform).7 While in some cases these models look more-or-less like traditional businesses, in other cases the sharing economy is characterized by an entirely different power dynamic between consumers, companies and governments.8

The other main business model in the sharing economy is “product-as-a-service,” where consumers can rent products rather than buy them, often from a company that owns the asset.9 This business model focuses on flexibility, with companies like ZipCar and Car2Go or urban bikesharing serves like Bixi offering a chance to rent products hourly that traditionally would have been bought or rented for longer stretches. While consumers may not be sharing their possessions or work with each other, they are sharing use of the same product. This part of the sharing economy is more straightforward for regulators but may have longer-term policy implications, such as reduced car ownership.

Technology plays an essential role in defining the sharing economy. While peer-to-peer transactions have always been a feature of any market economy (e.g., garage sales or car pools), recent technological advances allow new “platform businesses” (facilitating the connection between buyers and sellers) to emerge and for these marketplaces to rapidly expand and to reach a scale far beyond what has been experienced in the past.

There are five major sectors where the sharing economy may have significant impact, raising questions for policymakers.

---

6 PriceWaterhouseCoopers, “How can established organizations play to win in the sharing economy?,” (2014) http://www.pwc.co.uk/issues/meg-atrends/collisions/sharingeconomy/how-can-established-organisations-play-to-win-in-the-sharing-economy.jhtml?hootPostID=9e9c900a194d-750b8e5eb74c5bf972bc.


Sharing economy businesses and approaches have emerged to challenge three major segments of the transportation sector. The most prominent example is the emergence of ride-sharing services like Uber and Lyft. These services are competitors to the taxi industry, allowing consumers to connect with a pre-vetted nearby driver — whether full-time limo drivers or an ordinary driver with time to spare — willing to drive them to their destination for rates set by the service. Uber in particular has emerged as a lightning rod of the sharing economy, attracting both praise (including from politicians)\(^\text{10}\) for providing an alternative to a taxi market that is highly regulated, and equally energetic criticism from regulators and established businesses who see them as simply the latest version of illegal "bandit cabs" looking to skirt the rules.\(^\text{11}\) While Uber’s services are becoming increasingly popular in Canada, the company is fighting legal battles in a number of jurisdictions, including Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Vancouver.

The sharing economy may also disrupt other corners of the transportation market. Zipcar, AutoShare and Car2Go use technology to provide a car-sharing service that has emerged as an alternative both to car ownership and to car rentals by offering convenience and flexibility. So many businesses have emerged offering to bring Uber-like service to delivering other goods on-demand (Instacart, Zipments and Favor among the more prominent examples) that the pitch "like Uber, but for x" has become a running joke in the tech sector.

A variety of web marketplaces now allow independent producers of goods to expand beyond craft fairs and yard sales to reach a wide range of consumers with little to no investment. Etsy, eBay, Craigslist and Kijiji allow sellers to connect directly with buyers at a scale not previously possible. This development makes purchases from independent craftspeople and peer-to-peer trades a more viable competitor to the traditional retail sector. While it is hard to separate these pressures from the trends in online shopping more generally, this growth raises questions for policymakers about the threshold for distinguishing a business from a hobby.

New business models are enabling travellers to forgo licensed hotels and bed and breakfasts in favour of renting spare rooms and homes from one another. The most high-profile of the sharing economy platforms for accommodation is Airbnb, however others such as VRBO (Vacation Rentals by Owner) work on a similar basis. As of fall 2014, 15 million people have used Airbnb to rent 350,000 homes as an alternative to a hotel.\(^\text{12}\) At this scale, the sharing economy poses a significant threat to the hotel industry and a real challenge for policymakers. While consumers and homeowners seem satisfied with the arrangement to date, these informal rentals do not comply with the same zoning, safety and accessibility laws, and generally are not subject to hotel taxes.\(^\text{13}\)

---


\(^\text{12}\) Heimans and Timms.

Entrepreneurs are using sharing economy platforms to sell personal services and their own labour directly to consumers. Homejoy and Handy are marketplaces for housecleaning and “handyman” work, while TaskRabbit and Mechanical Turk let people outsource a wide variety of tasks and services, ranging from simple errands and chores to writing marketing material or doing business research. For governments, these platforms blur the lines between employees of a company and independent contractors. Are these “microentrepreneurs” capitalizing on flexibility and opportunity, or are companies and clients taking advantage of those without other options in a weak labour market? This is a regulatory question already being tested in courts, challenging the boundaries of labour laws and minimum wage rules.

The sharing economy has also been making inroads into one of the most heavily-regulated sectors in the economy — the financial industry. Through platforms like Kickstarter or Indiegogo, startups and creative projects raise financing to get their projects off the ground by securing small commitments from hundreds of different sources, rather than relying on banks or angel investors. Going even further, in seven provinces, securities regulators have introduced rules that would allow startups to sell equity in their businesses through these crowdfunding platforms, opening up one of the most restricted areas of finance for disruption.

Crowdfunding has also extended into lending, with Lending Club, Prosper, Zopa and Funding Circle each offering a market that connects investors directly with businesses or individuals in need of loans. In addition to offering new sources of credit, these platforms typically allow for loans to be closed more quickly and at lower interest rates than traditional financing. This opens up greater opportunity for small business owners to find financing where they may struggle with traditional lenders. These efforts come up against a legal and regulatory environment designed for traditional financing, including securities laws, privacy, and consumer protection. Regulators will need to weigh the benefits of this expanded credit market against the risks, and decide whether smaller peer-to-peer loans should be subject to the same rules as traditional financing.

While the sharing economy and the technology behind it may be new, the dynamic of competing interests is familiar.
II. Key players

For policymakers, decisions cannot be reduced to the simplistic question of whether the sharing economy is good or bad. To craft policies that are in the broader public interest, governments need to take into account the various interests at play and how they will be affected. In this sense, while the sharing economy and the technology behind it may be new, the dynamic of competing interests is familiar, drawn into sharp relief by changes in the bargaining power of buyers and sellers.18

Often the earliest and loudest voices in the debate on any potential change to a market are established businesses. Simply put, they have the most to lose and usually have the most resources, knowledge and relationships at their disposal to protect their market access. They usually represent a relatively small number of players that are effective at speaking with one voice in favour of the status quo, even mounting national campaigns.19 While sharing economy advocates are quick to paint established operators as Luddites or protectionist cartels, they have valid concerns about facing unfair competition from operators that are benefiting from regulatory arbitrage by operating under a more lenient set of rules or avoiding regulation altogether.

Much like the established operators, the owners of the major sharing economy platforms — Uber as a company, rather than Uber drivers — are also a concentrated group of players with much to gain or lose from the way policymakers approach the sharing economy. For platforms, a receptive policy environment is essential to their ability to do business. It will be in their interest to minimize barriers to entry and loosen restrictions on their operations.

---

18 Porter and Heppelman, pg. 72-73.
This group consists of the independent operators who provide goods and services in the sharing economy — the Lyft driver, Airbnb host, Etsy artisan or Taskrabbit assembler of Ikea furniture who uses the sharing economy to start a business or make extra cash. This is a diverse group, and understanding how to treat them fairly and appropriately is one of the core challenges for governments in grappling with the sharing economy.

While these new marketplaces offer a mix of economic opportunity and flexibility, policymakers have reason to be concerned about workers in a vulnerable position being pushed into becoming “independent operators.”20 The lofty claims made by both Uber and Lyft about earnings potential they offer to drivers are difficult to verify21 or replicate,22 leaving questions about whether the sharing economy serves the interests of these individual sharing economy entrepreneurs, and how policy can be shaped to protect those interests.

In the short-term, consumers are clearly the overall beneficiaries of the sharing economy. By increasing competition and allowing for innovation, they generally see well-priced and convenient alternatives that they can consider, but are under no obligation to use.23

The primary risk facing users of these services is a lack of consumer protections. Within the traditional formal economy, rules are in place to protect everyone involved in a transaction and ensure that they can trust they are not being taken advantage of or discriminated against — rules on pricing, information disclosure, accessibility and safety. On the other hand, even reasonable rules can drive up costs and hamper innovation that serves consumers,24 and these protections sometimes only guard against lower prices or greater convenience. With new market signals available such as rating systems, existing consumer protection systems may be obsolete.

Even when they are not directly involved, the broader public has an interest in how the sharing economy is regulated. Policymakers need to act to protect this interest even though other voices vying for their attention may be louder. Spillover effects from the sharing economy can affect the public in tangible ways. For example, the safe operation of ride-sharing or delivery services matters for all pedestrians and road users. It is also in the interest of the broader public to make sure that the sharing economy is not a clever means for people or businesses to reduce their tax liability, thereby placing a higher burden on the general public.

22 Timothy Lee, “Lyft says its drivers can make $35 an hour. I spent a week driving to see if that’s true,” (December 17, 2014) Vox http://www.vox.com/2014/12/17/7402311/lyft-driver-pay.
The way that governments manage policy and regulation can make it difficult to respond to disruptive innovations like the sharing economy.
III. The challenge for policymakers

Any policy issue requires understanding how different parties are affected and the costs and benefits for the general public. In some ways, however, the sharing economy appears fundamentally at odds with the way governments currently operate. In many cases, unfamiliarity with sharing economy models has hindered the ability of governments to recognize potential benefits such as innovation, economic growth, and more efficient networks for urban transportation and logistics.

Three factors in particular help to explain why the sharing economy poses difficulties for policymakers:

» the unique features of sharing economy enterprises
» the limitations of existing regulatory models
» the political and cultural context of government.

Unique features of sharing economy enterprises

Two key characteristics of the sharing economy challenge policymakers: the speed and scale of change and the difficulty of categorizing these enterprises. Technological advances have set the stage for today's sharing economy. Peer-to-peer marketplaces have always been present, but were previously limited to either classified ads or people's offline social or professional networks. Each time, buyers and sellers had to negotiate terms from scratch, and could not compete at scale with traditional businesses in convenience and reliability. As recently as the early 2000s, Craigslist and eBay were significant technological milestones, making it free or very cheap to reach tens of thousands nearby, but still imposing significant transaction costs to make a deal happen.

The driving innovation of the newer sharing economy enterprises has been to remove much of the friction from the peer-to-peer experience. In many cases, the experience is as simple as a few swipes on a smartphone, with 'smart-matching' algorithms bearing the burden of connecting interested buyers and sellers, and widening the pool of potential partners for any transaction. This more dynamic and efficient marketplace enables a scale and speed of expansion unlike past models. Sharing economy platforms can grow incredibly quickly compared to traditional businesses, because they require minimal infrastructure, allowing them to spread to new markets at breakneck speeds.

Sharing economy enterprises are also difficult to categorize. They are not simply new entrants into an existing market. Are Uber and TaskRabbit a taxi company and a temporary employment agency or a collection of independent contractors backed by a technology company? Is Airbnb a hotel chain, a travel agent or something different entirely that needs a new approach? The difficulty in answering these questions makes it challenging for governments to regulate using existing models.

Someone who rents their apartment out twice a year or picks up passengers in their car three times a week is unlikely to comply with reams of licensing and legislative requirements. This was as true in 1975 as it is in 2015. The distinction is that in 1975 the scale of this activity was essentially immaterial to government. Today, this activity is at a scale that blurs the boundaries of the personal and the commercial and threatens to disrupt existing markets and regulatory models. Regulators are no longer able to turn away from the sharing economy and must adapt their current approaches if they are to avoid stifling innovation or even in the longer-term, their own obsolescence.

It is possible to get sense of how different those patterns are today by looking at newly-available data about how Uber drivers operate. It turns out that for drivers at least, Uber is different than the taxi system by another name. Drivers are taking advantage of the flexibility that the sharing economy offers by working part-time, coming and going from the service, and varying their hours significantly week to week — fewer than one in five Uber drivers worked within a 10 per cent variation in their number of hours week to week.27


Limitations of existing regulatory models

The way that governments manage policy and regulation can make it difficult to respond to disruptive innovations like the sharing economy. Prescriptive and rigid structures are slow to respond to new ways of doing business. The resulting lag can mean that governments are unable to keep pace with protecting the public interest and that different businesses in the same sector face different sets of rules.

Most industrialized countries operate their regulatory systems in a manner that has remained relatively static over the past several decades. In large measure, these systems rely on what can be termed a ‘command and control’ approach to regulation.28 This approach relies on prescriptive standards established by government that must be met at the threat of a penalty and exists in a wide range of policy areas.

This prescriptive approach is in place in many of the areas that touch the sharing economy. For example, in Toronto taxi drivers and taxi vehicles are subject to roughly 40 pages of licensing requirements, spelling out mandatory training, the minimum number of hours to be driven a month (167), the precise number of stickers related to cyclist safety that must appear in a taxi (three), and a limit on the age of taxis (five model years). Similarly, the hotel industry in Ontario faces four pieces of legislation that govern the types of signs that must be displayed in hotel rooms — the Fire Code, Innkeepers Act, Hotel Registration of Guests Act and Smoke Free Ontario Act — along with 29 other pieces of provincial legislation that impose some type of obligation on hotels and motels. While governments have added to these requirements, they rarely get rid of old ones that are obsolete — the Innkeepers Act dedicates roughly a quarter of its text to spelling out rules on how, and when, a hotel owner can place a lien on (and if necessary, sell) a customer’s horse.

The taxi and hotel industries are not unique in this respect. Many of the markets that sharing economy enterprises are joining — retail, personal services, deliveries — are subject to a variety of prescriptive regulations. Many have not been updated to reflect new technological and social realities. This reinforces the status quo, by creating high barriers to entry for new enterprises — especially those that don’t easily fit the existing regulatory mold — while larger existing players are more likely to have the wherewithal and resources to comply with prescriptive regulations.

Sources:


32 See the B.C. Occupational Health and Safety Regulations http://www2.worksafebc.com/Publications/OHSRegulation/Part8.asp.


Another challenge of the existing regulatory approach comes from the way the different regulators coordinate with another — or rather the way they fail to do so. Rigid organizational hierarchies and silos between different departments — let alone levels of government — inhibit the ability of policymakers to design holistic regulatory regimes or responses to emerging and disruptive technologies. Bureaucratic models designed for the agrarian age were starting to show signs of strain by the end of the 20th century, and are now threatening to collapse in the digital era.

Governments have neatly categorized types of regulatory responses — taxation can be income or a sales tax, product safety and liability issues are usually categorized by types of activities (e.g., building codes, food safety, taxi licensing). However, because sharing economy enterprises defy easy categorization, they have been met with a reaction from governments that to date could charitably be described as uncertain and inconsistent.

Regulatory capture, where regulators over time tend to advance the interests of regulated entities, is another issue that is often invisible but has serious implications for consumer welfare and fair competition. This dynamic can also promote socially unproductive but costly rent-seeking behaviour by firms seeking to maintain their market stronghold through lobbying, donations and other means. In New York City there are roughly 13,000 licensed yellow taxi cabs on the streets, approximately the same number as in 1937 when the City’s licensing program was established.

At its peak in June 2013, a New York City taxi medallion was worth $1 million, however this price has dropped almost 20% to $840,000 as of December 2014, largely as a result of the success of ride-sharing applications like Uber and Lyft. These figures make it clear that existing operators benefitted considerably from tight controls on entry to market and also make it clear why they lobbied successfully for many years to maintain those controls.

More recently there have been some shifts towards market-based and performance-based approaches to regulation that might be more appropriate for the sharing economy. However, these remain the exception, not the rule, and are taking hold too slowly to keep pace with the sharing economy.

Political and cultural context of government

While some of the challenges that government faces in finding the right way to regulate the sharing economy can be explained by the nature of the sharing economy and the regulatory tools available, policymakers are also hampered by the well-established political and cultural context of government itself.

For governments, and particularly politicians, the voices of key stakeholders loom large. Elected officials at all levels are constantly meeting with a diverse range of groups and making tradeoffs to maintain support. When a large and well-formed constituency has concerns, politicians will listen. The sharing economy threatens to upend some of those organized traditional businesses such as taxis, hotels and retailers. The reaction from those groups has been swift. Taxi companies across North America and Europe have joined up efforts to oppose Uber and have also intensively lobbied politicians to introduce legislation with stiff penalties for drivers of illegal cabs.

Politicians are in an uncomfortable spot. They are being lobbied intensively by vested interests, but cannot close their eyes to the fact that technology is moving forward and the horse and buggy

38 Recent examples include the state of Virginia’s trading program to improve water quality in the Chesapeake Bay and Quebec and California’s market-based cap-and-trade agreement for greenhouse gases.
industry didn’t last long as a source of support once its downfall began. They must carefully balance the weight of existing operators, who are concentrated and organized, against broad but diffuse interests (such as voters or consumers). Uber as a single company can lobby, but many of its drivers are part-time, with perhaps moderate interest in political engagement.

Different cities in Canada have exhibited the full spectrum of reactions to the sharing economy. Edmonton has called for a temporary suspension of ridesharing companies while they work out the right response, while Toronto’s new mayor, John Tory took issue with his own bureaucrats’ hesitance with Uber, saying that the service is “here to stay” and that “regulators, whether it be taxis or other industries, have to take into account in doing their job that the world is changing and it’s changing for the better, and that regulations have to be modernized.”

Civil servants, as well as politicians, tend to move slowly and operate in a risk-averse environment that rewards caution and prudence over bold, innovative measures. There are many reasons for this, including the nature of the 24/7 news cycle, the sensitivity and liability risks of being responsible for human health and safety, and the media and public’s endless appetite for scandal. Governments rarely get credit for innovation, but often get punished for missteps. Figure 3 summarizes some of the inherent contradictions between the sharing economy’s culture of openness and collaboration and the operating environment of the public sector.

What will it take for governments to continue to discharge their critical mandate to protect the public interest, while also recognizing the innovative potential of sharing economy enterprises to unlock greater labour market efficiency, enhanced consumer welfare and enhanced economic growth? Furthermore, how can government do so in a manner that takes account of existing operational realities grounded in long-held political, cultural and structural traditions?

---


43 City of Toronto, “Statement in response to UberX” http://www1.toronto.ca/wps/portal/contentonly?vgnextoid=b3cd3845a5068410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD&vgnextchannel=69b5a83b62870410VgnVCM10000071d60f89RCRD.

Uber’s “whack-a-mole” relationship with taxi regulators around the world makes for interesting conversation, yet is not productive.
IV. Where next? Approaches for policymakers

Governments need different and better approaches to deal with the issues raised by technological innovation, and the sharing economy brings this issue to the fore. Uber’s “whack-a-mole” relationship with taxi regulators around the world makes for interesting conversation, yet is not productive. But in the words of one observer, “Ignoring this conflict can’t be an option. The city didn’t adopt a set of rules and regulations for the taxi industry just for the fun of it.”

There are four key steps policymakers should consider as they develop new approaches to the sharing economy:

» establish a strategic operating framework
» re-align political and cultural incentives
» modernize government structures
» adopt smarter regulatory responses.

Establish a strategic operating framework

Any choice that governments make about the right policy approach for the sharing economy starts from a particular perspective about what role governments should play in the economy, and society more broadly. Consciously and proactively establishing a strategic operating framework that contemplates a range of key considerations provides governments with a basis for making specific policy decisions, evaluating those decisions and making mid-course adjustments. A framework should address some of the following key questions:

» **Impacts on broader policy objectives.** There are a variety of reasons why governments regulate markets today. In the case of the taxi industry, governments generally have managed supply to ensure there are sufficient cabs available to be a reliable part of urban transportation networks. Licensing businesses can also provide a lever to influence other goals such as accessibility and equity through specific permitting requirements. These are important considerations that should not be lost in the rush to respond to new technological advances.

» **The scope of the underground economy.** No matter how governments design their policy frameworks, a certain share of economic activity cannot be, or is not, subject to those rules. These concessions range from not requiring sales tax from a 5 year old’s lemonade stand, to the impossibility of capturing all “under the table” cash transactions that take place every day. The sharing economy means a greater share of the market is filled by activities that look more like these informal transactions. However, the sharing economy’s technology may also make it easier for governments to track and enforce previously un-regulated activities — a home cleaner hired through Homejoy will have a digital trail and records that cash transactions never allowed. The tradeoffs between impacts on the fiscal position of government from foregone revenue and the opportunities afforded by more

---

innovation and lower enforcement costs are among the considerations that should inform this framework.

» **The role of government in the market.**
Governments need to consider how many of these issues the market will sort out for itself in a satisfactory way. In an effort to ease some of the tension points of the sharing economy, and pre-empt more active regulation, sharing economy platforms are taking steps to address some of these issues. For example, TaskRabbit has instituted a site-wide minimum wage, and Peers (a platform for sharing economy workers) has put together insurance products for Airbnb hosts and ride-sharing drivers that offer a market solution to some of the risks associated with being an independent contractor. Each of the platforms offers some degree of self-regulation — the question becomes do they offer enough to protect the public interest?

» **Defining economic activities.** Governments must also determine when economic activity in the sharing economy crosses the threshold from an income-generating hobby to a business. Ultimately, this shapes a government’s approach to taxation and enforcement of labour standards. If someone hires a twelve-year-old neighbour to shovel snow, they are not expected to pay Employment Insurance contributions, enforce workplace safety standards, or provide vacation and sick pay. However on the other side of the dividing line, if that child were working for the Mr. Plow snow removal service, then there are taxes to be paid and rules that are enforced. Establishing a threshold that allows business to thrive while protecting workers and consumers is a critical first step for governments.

» **Impacts on social programs and policies.**
Governments must also consider the implications of the sharing economy for social programs and policies. Steady full-time relationships with employers are important for a large share of Canadians for retirement income security, supplemental health coverage, and insurance against disability or job loss. If more Canadians move into the role of sharing economy entrepreneur, then governments will need to re-examine whether this opens up new gaps or places new pressures on Canada’s social architecture.

More broadly, governments must turn their minds to their appropriate role with respect to protecting users of new technology or business models. Adam Thierer lays out two competing answers to this question. On the one hand, adopting the “precautionary principle” which is influential in environmental law and policy, would see governments err towards making sharing economy activity illegal if it poses significant risk of harm, even if it is too early to have proof of that harm.

The competing vision of “permissionless innovation” sets the default at allowing the sharing economy to go ahead relatively unencumbered in the name of innovation, with the burden of proof flipped so that it is assumed to be beneficial unless proven otherwise. Using this approach policymakers should wait and see if the sharing economy comes up with answers of its own before bringing in regulation that might stifle innovation.

The way people answer this question tends to shape whether they think that placing strict regulations on the sharing economy is protecting consumers from possible harm, or harming them by taking away competition for their business. The truth, as usual, is more murky. Better policy would benefit from a more robust assessment of the risk that comes from allowing—or banning — a new sharing economy approach, and delivering a regulatory approach that is targeted at that informed risk-assessment. By establishing a strategic operating framework that assesses a broad range of relevant issues, governments will be better positioned to deliver balanced, modern approaches that meet the needs of a range of interested parties and the broader public.

46 Singer, 2014.
MANAGING REGULATORY ARBITRAGE IN AN INNOVATIVE MARKETPLACE

Governments must conduct a balanced appraisal of individual marketplaces and how their regulatory frameworks may impede either innovation or fair competition. The greater the ‘regulation gap’ between established operators (e.g. taxi drivers) and new operators (e.g. Uber drivers), the more problematic for market fairness, assuming the existing and new operators are in fact alike and should be treated as such.

For example, in figure 4, if Uber is lightly regulated, the regulation gap with taxi drivers is significant. Uber and its drivers can then undercut existing operators with lower prices and more flexibility, driving them out of business and perhaps ultimately raise prices and reduce service levels in a new, less competitive marketplace. A hands-off approach may make sense where Uber drivers aren’t really taxis, but if they are — then, they should be regulated as such.

Opportunities for regulatory arbitrage in a poorly managed marketplace would abound if governments abdicated their responsibility to ensure new operators are playing by fair rules. But at the same time, treating new market entrants in the same way as existing operators can stifle innovation and dampen consumer choice through high costs of licensure that artificially limit supply of services.

Governments should not default to treating new, potentially innovative platforms in the same way as existing operators. Fair rules do not mean that existing rules should not be reconsidered. In order to foster marketplaces that promote both innovation and competition, governments should focus on reducing the ‘regulation gap’ between new and existing operators by adopting a two-track approach that:

» modernizes prescriptive regulations for existing operators to more flexible frameworks that support innovation and reduce red-tape requirements, while not losing sight of the public interest and health and safety considerations. Opportunities to remove non-material barriers to entry for certain professions should also be explored

» ensures new operators are regulated in a manner that protects the public interest and other key policy objectives while not impeding innovation or consumer choice.

FIGURE 4: CLOSING THE REGULATION GAP
Re-align political and cultural incentives

A number of political and cultural factors specific to governments’ unique operating environment are also worth discussing in the context of the sharing economy. These include:

» **Political transparency.** The sharing economy brings stakeholder interests into sharp relief. From a political perspective, the clash of vested interests and new market entrants, overlaid against complex policy issues, is a particular challenge. Adopting a political leadership approach that is open and transparent is critical to ensuring that smart decisions and policies are made and adopted. This means being highly transparent about which stakeholders are lobbying and contributing at the political level, in order to maintain the trust of the public and business that decisions are being made for the right reasons. Since decisions around market entry have such significant implications for both existing enterprises and prospective entrants, there is a particular need to avoid any suspicion of unfair dealing.

» **Open dialogue.** Political leaders must also ensure they are engaged in, and promoting, a vibrant, active and open discussion among all key stakeholders. Setting a culture and tone that is open to new opportunities and welcomes the clash of different ideas and voices is critical. The inclination to be cautious or listen only to familiar voices will result in stagnancy. Mayor Tory’s recognition that new business models are here, and here to stay, is a welcome signal to the public, stakeholders and bureaucrats that the status quo may need to change.

» **Bureaucratic incentives.** Political leadership is vital because without it, the bureaucracy has many reasons to defer, delay and deny change. However, the public service’s culture is not so mutable that a press release or statement by the political head of government necessarily drives change on its own. Public servants must be empowered to be innovative and bold where necessary in the face of new technologies that do not easily fit within existing regulatory and policy frameworks. Potential opportunities in this regard involve greater use of policy labs that bring together diverse sets of stakeholders to identify policy options and greater use of pilot programs to test regulatory and policy approaches on a smaller-scale before they are universally implemented. Both approaches would promote more innovation by providing a safe space to test ideas.

» **Adopting an end-user perspective.** Governments need to re-consider their approach to regulation and services by shifting towards a mindset that puts end-users, rather than government operations, at the centre of design. Laws and regulations that are easier to understand are more effective and get higher rates of compliance. The United Kingdom’s behavioural insights team has employed the EAST acronym to describe how government should try to encourage behaviours — make them easy, attractive, social and timely. This same advice holds true for many government services and regulatory interactions with the public and stakeholders. Adopting a mindset of making rules designed to be easy to understand would go a long way to making regulatory frameworks more effective, both for existing and new enterprises.

Modernize government structures

The structures of government were not designed for a digital world. The advent of the digital era, and the sharing economy give rise to a number of questions about how government can best organize itself to operate in a world where information flows freely across borders and citizens expect greater levels of speed, transparency and effectiveness. The speed of change found in the sharing economy and other changes driven by technology requires different types of responses. Policy cannot be static — it may be the case that the sharing economy platforms of today will themselves soon be made obsolete by other technologies — fully autonomous vehicles for example.


Given the boundary-blurring issues raised by sharing economy platforms, governments particularly need to think about how they can promote greater integration of information-gathering, advice provision and regulation between and amongst different governments. Finding the appropriate tools to consider issues that fall between many mandates requires thinking outside of governments’ existing tool-boxes. Developing a holistic approach to enterprises that call into question existing employment standards, definitions of corporations, and other regulatory questions requires all relevant levels of government and departments within governments to work together. This could mean the development of a task-force with senior officials from all levels of government that tackles the questions about the appropriate role of governments, desired policy objectives and regulatory response as they relate to the sharing economy.

An independent review of the sharing economy in the UK recommended an Innovation Lab for the sharing economy for just this purpose. Sharing of experiences and best practices through an international forum could also be valuable, given that governments in many different jurisdictions are facing similar issues. It could also lead to the creation of a more permanent function that brings together policymakers and allows them to consider issues in an ongoing manner as conditions evolve and as the need for policy and regulatory changes dictates.

Adopt smarter regulatory responses

Beyond these broader structural issues, there is an urgent need to re-think how governments regulate. Most of these issues pre-date the sharing economy and are the result of the gradual accretion of many rules developed by many governments and departments over decades, with the end result being a thicket of regulation that envelops businesses. Too often, regulations are out-dated, work at cross-purposes with each other, and take little to no account of business’ ability to navigate the complex web of rules effectively, nor the costs of doing so. The sharing economy, however, does bring these issues into even sharper relief. So, what can governments do to modernize the way they regulate?

There is an argument that existing models of regulation can be stretched to accommodate sharing economy enterprises, at least in the form they take today. Is there really a substantive difference between Uber’s model and existing taxi companies? If so, it seems to fall at the margins. In the case of Uber in the City of Toronto, one could imagine tweaks to existing rules that categorized ‘full-time’ Uber drivers in much the same way as existing licensed taxi-drivers, while part-time or occasional drivers using personal could be treated less formally.

Similarly, black cabs in London have long required one of the most rigorous tests in the world to obtain a license. Called ‘the knowledge’, prospective drivers spend years committing the details of routes and points of interest to memory. Some of these rules are in place for good reason, but in an age of GPS technology, is ‘the knowledge’ really required? Do consumers want to, or need to, pay a premium for a black cab when other, cheaper options could be made available? Existing licensing restrictions in London mean that black cabs are still the only option for someone wanting to hail a cab on the street, while other taxis and Uber drivers must be booked in advance. By enabling the ‘advance booking’ to happen instantly via a smartphone, Uber threatens black cabs more than other bookable mini-cabs.

These examples both point to the conclusion that existing regulatory schemes likely need to be updated to reflect new technology and new options for consumers. However, options with no regulation are not in the public’s interest either. A middle ground that exists between old laws and no laws can and should be found. How then can governments adapt existing regulatory models to be smarter and, where necessary, develop new regulatory models that are smarter?

Some starting points for governments to consider as they address these issues include:

---
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Greater adoption of performance-based regulations. Rather than exhaustively listing prescriptive requirements for businesses, governments should, where possible, consider the development and adoption of performance-based approaches that focus on results but are agnostic as to means. There’s nothing inherently wrong with command and control regulatory approaches, but there is now a growing recognition that while they offer certainty, they do not promote innovation and may in fact stifle it.58 While some, particularly smaller businesses, prefer clear rules to follow, others would welcome more flexible approaches.

Harness reputational information of sharing economy platforms. Many sharing economy enterprises focus a great deal on reputational information. Many applications permit both parties to a transaction to rate each other, whether the service provider or the customer. Governments should consider how this information should inform regulation of sharing economy marketplaces, as poor ride-sharing drivers or belligerent passengers are quick to be revealed. While user data may not be adequate for issues such as product safety or tax evasion, they can provide a significant amount of information on how users are being served and what their needs are. This stands in contrast to complaint-based or investigation-based systems that typically underlie traditional regulatory models, and which are much slower to reveal problematic service-providers.

Waivers and exemptions. Another option for governments includes the use of temporary regulatory waivers or exemptions. This approach allows sharing economy enterprises to keep operating while regulators gather real-world experience to inform regulation that makes sense given market dynamics. New York City adopted this approach by introducing a one-year trial for e-hailing taxi apps.59 Likewise, Pennsylvania and Detroit have recognized the experimental nature of these services with temporary two year approvals.60

Beyond these specific tools, there are some comprehensive strategies that governments should strongly consider as they re-think their regulatory approaches for the sharing economy and other disruptive challenges, including:

Regulatory reviews. A more structured approach to the regular review of regulations is critical in a world where market dynamics are so fluid and technological change is ever-present. There is a far clearer process for making rules and regulations than there is for un-making them.61 One way to do this is to mandate sunset or review clauses as a matter of course for rules that impact markets, labour standards, health and safety standards, tax approaches and other policy issues impacted by societal and technological change.

More transparent consultations. Governments should look to re-invigorate their engagement with stakeholders with respect to regulatory development. Open, transparent consultations that are designed to ensure as many relevant stakeholders as possible inform the development of regulations will minimize the risks of laws that take a narrow approach to issues such as consumer welfare or market competition and privilege regulated firms with informational advantages over new potential competitors. Authorities responsible for market competition could also take on a stronger role at the outset of regulatory development, rather than intervening based on complaints or investigations, to ensure that potential new market entrants are not unfairly excluded.

Using data to assess risk. Governments should consider how the technology underpinning the sharing economy can allow for different approaches to regulation and service delivery that draw on the significant amount of useful data generated by platforms. Information about service quality can help regulators develop risk-based approaches for platforms that focus regulatory oversight on high-risk activities and serious, repeat violators.62 Governments could also consider agreements that give

58 See Hepburn (OECD). A number of jurisdictions, including the UK and Australia, have begun to more broadly experiment with different approaches to regulation that focus on performance-based regulation, market-based interventions, co- and self-regulatory approaches, codes of conduct and voluntary compliance, to name just a few.
59 Scola, 2013.
61 Mandel, 2014.
62 Koopman et al., 2014, p. 15.
companies more operational flexibility, in the form of co- or self-regulation, if they provide regulators with valuable data that enhances risk-assessment capabilities.

» **Cultivating expertise.** Policymakers must have the right expertise and information available to make informed decisions on challenging issues. In Canada, the cost-benefit analysis that informs regulatory development typically focuses on the isolated impact of new regulations. Little attention is paid to downstream effects, social impacts and the interplay of different regulations with each other. These are complex issues, and they require sophisticated expertise. Developing that expertise and deploying it to examine not just new regulations, but existing regulatory frameworks and how those frameworks interact with new technologies is critical.

**Thinking creatively about service delivery — opportunities for governments**

Governments have too often been reacting from a defensive posture in the sharing economy debates. However, there are clear opportunities to both work directly with and glean lessons from platform operators to improve the functioning of some of the services that governments deliver and marketplaces that they regulate.

Data collected by platform operators could help governments improve public service delivery. For example, a municipality could use ride-sharing data to identify opportunities to improve late-night transit routes in a particular neighbourhood or might use crowd-funding data to enhance access to capital for small businesses. While providing this data may not appear to be in the companies’ immediate interest, letting government access some of this information could mitigate concerns around service quality and consumer welfare.

Governments already operate or regulate certain marketplaces that are characterized by inefficiencies and high transaction costs for certain participants. Employment services funded by governments to connect job seekers with positions, and private sector temporary help agencies that fulfill similar functions, have both been criticized for poor outcomes and inefficiencies. Governments should consider adopting technology from the sharing economy to seamlessly connect job seekers with opportunities, either directly or in partnership with the private sector. This approach could lower costs, lead to higher wages for employees and faster, more responsive service for employers.

V. Conclusion

While the almost daily announcements of new sharing economy start-ups can be dizzying, these new approaches change the context but not the business of public policymaking. In heated debates characterized by hyperbolic and red herring arguments governments’ responsibility is to take a balanced, long-term approach that takes into account the interests of all parties, with a particular emphasis on the broader public interest.

In some ways, the sharing economy is not fundamentally different from the models it is replacing. Whether someone hails a licensed taxi from their smartphone or an Uber black car look quite similar, and represent an opportunity for governments to “stretch” existing frameworks to match today’s technologies and today’s economy. In other cases, such as investment in businesses through equity crowdfunding, the very basis of existing regulatory models is being tested and may need to be re-thought.

These questions are not unique to the sharing economy. Technology has consistently moved more quickly than governments ability to keep up. Given the rapid pace of technological change and the dominant influence of technology in how people work with and interact with each other today, this game of catch-up is becoming a persistent, and problematic, condition. The structural and cultural changes within government and adoption of new regulatory frameworks that are needed to keep up with the sharing economy are equally relevant for other complex challenges that face governments.

Facing these challenges head-on is essential, not only to ensure that policy and regulation is coherent and effective, but also for creating an environment that supports innovation, consumer choice and investment. Jurisdictions that move early to respond to new trends will benefit from better options for their citizens and more dynamic and competitive economies.

